Position-dependent scatter response functions: will they make a difference in SPECT conducted with homogeneous cylindrical phantoms?
This paper explains why it is possible to perform accurate quantitative SPECT when scatter correction is based on stationary and non-stationary scatter functions. This is achieved by comparing the variations of scatter parameters as a function of phantom thickness. The results show that the decrease of scatter fraction with phantom thickness and the decrease of values of scatter kernel inside the field of view are about equal. The deviation of the position-dependent slope from the average value is small for central distributions. These observations explain why estimations of scatter projection by non-stationary convolution and by stationary convolution are comparable when SPECT measurements are conducted with uniform cylindrical phantoms. It is concluded that investigations on the perceived superiority of non-stationary over stationary scatter subtraction in SPECT should be conducted with elliptic phantoms that deviate appreciably from cylindrical shape.